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Abstract 
Content management can be viewed as the concepts, processes, technologies and practices that 
deal with the development, management and publishing of information. Traditionally, a Content 
Management System (CMS) does not offer the means for content classification, management and 
retrieval of data based on dynamically defined information models. Furthermore, Content Man-
agement Systems usually rely on indexed text, syntactic and/or structural metadata for content 
classification and retrieval. The paper discusses the design of an experimental Semantic CMS 
(SCMS), which exercises the application of semantic enablers – ontologies, classification & 
metadata – in order to achieve capture and utilization of content meaning. Lastly, it suggests that 
the application of semantic enablers in the context of Content Management Systems can provide 
the means for better information organization and retrieval as well as enhanced machine interop-
erability.  

Keywords: Content Management, Semantic enablers, Classification, Ontology, Metadata, OWL, 
Relational Database 

Introduction 
Content management can be viewed as the concepts, processes, technologies and practices that 
deal with the development, management and publishing of information. However, traditional 
Content Management Systems rely on indexed text and syntactic or/and structural metadata for 
information classification and retrieval. It is argued (Fisher & Sheth, 2003) that these techniques 
do not promote the use of contextual meaning of stored information and they point out three basic 
challenges for Content Management Systems. Firstly, the heterogeneous data sources that many 
large-scale information systems have to comprise, where the stored data differ structurally and 
syntactically. This reveals a need for normalizing the representation of data in order to enable 
their interoperability and also make it equally accessible by humans and machines. Secondly, data 
is not only stored in heterogeneous data sources but many times in distributed data sources among 

various machines on possible different 
networks. Any system that aims to share 
content will need to take into considera-
tion technologies that can securely pro-
vide generic transport methods and al-
low information integration, such as Ex-
tensible Markup Language (XML), 
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) 
and Web Services. Lastly, it is the rele-
vance factor. Probably, the most de-
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manding challenge is to provide the means to the users of a CMS to drill down to the most rele-
vant for the task information, which can exist in large data storages. Ideally, a CMS should pro-
vide the same or increased quality of data management as the data grows. However, it appears 
that this is not often the case. As the data grows the quality of retrieved information usually de-
grades due to the inability of the system to retain and use contextual meaning about its content 
and/or explicitly define and interpret the intentions of the user. As a result, information retrieval 
is inefficient and users are expected to act upon irrelevant results in order to locate the informa-
tion of interest. It could be argued that the inability of traditional Content Management Systems 
to organize content in a manner where content can carry meaning and not only data is the major 
missing element from the current CMS model. This paper presents the design of an experimental 
software solution to the problem of content management via the application of semantic enablers. 
In particular, the solution utilizes metadata and ontology based classification technique to achieve 
better information organization and retrieval.  

Motivation 
Ideally, a CMS should provide appropriate mechanisms to organize and publish content in struc-
tures that can carry meaning and not simply data. Ironically, the World Wide Web (WWW), 
which could be considered as the largest and continuously growing source of data that is not 
structural consistent, has faced the same challenge. One of the proposed solutions for this prob-
lem is to represent Web content in a form where content can carry machine-understandable mean-
ing and use intelligent techniques to take advantage of these content representations. This revolu-
tionizing plan is known as the Semantic Web initiative (Berners-Lee, Hendler, & Lassila, 2001). 
The proponents of Semantic Web have proposed Web Ontology Language (OWL) that is an 
XML based technology capable to describe contextual information and capture referential knowl-
edge representation. This in turn can allow machine-based agents to utilize this representation, 
operate upon the Web content and retrieve information within particular domains of knowledge, 
transforming in this way the Web in a more powerful and intelligent resource.  

Furthermore, classification techniques are usually employed to increase the relevancy factor of 
information. Several classification techniques for textual and non-textual content are based on 
statistical analysis, pattern recognition, machine learning and rule-based methods to address con-
tent classification (Breen, Khan, Kumar & Wang, 2002; Frasconi, Soda & Vullo, 2002; Ipeirotis, 
Gravano & Sahami, 2000; Joachims, 1998; Yang, 1998). Moreover, ontology-based classification 
techniques can be used for information classification too. Studies have shown how classification 
results can be more precise when classified documents have XML based metadata that conform to 
predefined schemas (Fisher & Sheth, 2003; Sheth et al, 2003). The role of XML based semantic 
metadata could be considered invaluable. It could be viewed as the building block of semantic 
content and offer the means for better classification of information, high-precision information 
retrieval and increased interoperability among heterogeneous systems.  

Content Management systems could clearly benefit from semantic enablers such as ontology 
based classification and XML based metadata.  The fundamental idea behind ontology oriented 
modeling of an information domain is the ability to explicitly and efficiently represent classes of 
a domain and important associations among these classes. These associations can be utilized to 
traverse or search a content storage according to predefined content classes whose structure of 
properties can be much deeper than the basic taxonomy. The “labeling” of relationships offered in 
ontology based classification gives the opportunity to associate classes of content in meaningful 
ways and provide the necessary for information retrieval ambiguity resolution. As a result, infor-
mation about the context and relationships of a content piece can be preserved and increase the 
relevance factor among different content pieces enabling more efficient information retrieval.  
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Synopsis of the SCMS 
It was envisioned that a SCMS should enable ontology engineering as the means to model an in-
formation domain, and also support creation, storage and retrieval of content according to the un-
derlying ontology concepts. In addition, it should facilitate machine interoperability. This should 
be achieve by exposing both the information model and stored content in OWL format, preferably 
via a Web Service, where other applications can utilize to retrieve and process information. 
Lastly, demonstration of reasoning mechanisms, which could allow process of content in mean-
ingful for the users’ manner, should also be supported, but this feature fell outside the scope of 
this experimental development. 

In particular, the system was composed of six sub systems providing with the following assigned 
responsibilities: 

 Presentation Subsystem 
Encapsulates graphical user interface and presentation services that allow to a) carry out 
an Ontology engineering process in order to model an information domain, b) a content 
form editor to adjust the presentation aspect of available content classes, c) create, mod-
ify, browse and search content according to the underlying ontology concepts and their 
associations. 

 Content Model Management Subsystem 
Concepts in an information domain can be described utilizing semantic axioms adopted 
from OWL DL. This subsystem encapsulates business rules that enforce these semantic 
formalisms and maintain model integrity. It is also responsible for the synchronization of 
content metadata with actual content storage structure. 

 Content Modification Subsystem 
It provides the necessary functionality for the creation and management of content based 
on a predefined information model. It enforces business rules necessary to maintain con-
tent versioning and integrity. 

 Content Delivery Subsystem 
It provides access to content in order to browse and search for stored information. A web 
service wraps this functionality where content and metadata are delivered in OWL DL 
format.  

 Security Management Subsystem 
It provides mechanisms for user authentication and authorization. It also manages user 
accounts, roles and role permissions on different classes of content. 

 Data Management Subsystem 
It provides data access mechanisms in order to store and retrieve metadata and content. It 
is also responsible for the generation of appropriate SQL code utilized to dynamically 
create the underlying relational database schema for the information domain being model.   

In addition, this experimental development was carried out using C#, MS.Net Framework and 
MS SQL Server 2000 as the backend database. 

Adopting OWL Formalisms 
OWL DL formalisms (Bechhofer, Harmelen, Hendler, Horrocks, McGuiness, & Patel-Schneider, 
2004; McGuinness & Harmelen, 2004; Smith, Welty, & McGuinness, 2004) were adopted for the 
design of the system. The main purpose of this approach was to enable modeling of an informa-
tion domain utilizing semantic formalisms that can be easily transformed and exposed for ma-
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chine processing. In brief, the system enables the user to create taxonomies of content classes. A 
content class can be one of the following types: 

o General content class, which is similar to an OWL class. 

o Abstract class, serve as the base of more specific classes of information and without any 
direct instances. 

o Enumeration class, are used to define a class of information with a finite set of class in-
stances, which is similar to an OWL Enumeration class. 

o Boolean combination of classes that are Union class, Intersection class, and Complement 
class. These types do not have any direct instances but the concept deviates from OWL 
formalisms.  

A Boolean class is always a subclass of another general content class. Their purpose is to create 
meaningful Boolean combination classes that can efficiently group together instances of their 
base content class. Boolean combination classes represent a more advanced class constructor in 
Description Logic, which is a representation of AND, OR and NOT logical operators on classes. 
The definition of a union class includes a list of other classes, the union members. The union 
members are used to define a class of content where its instances will be all those instances that 
appear at least once in the union members. The members of an intersection class define a new 
content class where its instances will be all those direct instances that are common to all intersec-
tion members. Finally, a complement class defines a content class where its instances are all the 
direct and indirect instances of its base class except those of its complement. An abstract class 
cannot not be part of Union, Intersection or Complement class definition since the purpose of 
these classes is to group together (or exclude) direct instances from other content classes. Fur-
thermore, properties can be added to taxonomies and used to state relationships between class 
instances and data values. Adopting again OWL DL formalisms two types of properties were 
identified: 

o Data type property that defines a relationship between an instance of a class and an XML 
Schema data type. 

o Object property that defines a relationship between two class instances. 

The system allows the user to view the property’s domain and define property’s range, character-
istics, its base property and synonyms used for the property. Domain is used to limit the classes 
where the property is applied. This feature can be viewed as a global restriction because the do-
main of a property is stated on the property and not on the class that is associated with it. Proper-
ties are applied to classes by defining a property facet for the class. In addition, property facets 
encapsulate cardinality restrictions and other facet information. Considering that an object prop-
erty aims to define a relationship between class instances, there was a need to define ownership of 
this relationship in order to facilitate appropriate data integrity. In other words, it must be explic-
itly defined whether the object property facet determines a relationship owned by the class where 
the property is applied or it simply links two class instances. Using this ownership construct the 
system enforces creation of a new class instance when a new value is created for the applied ob-
ject property. When the value is removed then the system cascades deletion of instances the re-
moved value owns. The system also deletes any links other instances may have to the instance 
being deleted. This ownership construct, not apparent in OWL DL, has been considered essential 
in order to maintain content integrity. Range defines the type of property’s value. If it is a data 
type property then it will link the property to a single XML Schema data type. In a hierarchy of 
data type properties a child property and its base have the same range. If it is an object property 
then the range links the property to a content class that defines the property’s value type. Object 
properties inherit and extend the range of their base.  
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Property characteristics provide a powerful mechanism in order to enhance reasoning about 
properties and their values. They can be applied in order to provide more meaningful semantics, 
which could be used by other applications to carry out inferences about stored content. The sys-
tem allows defining property characteristics according to OWL DL formalisms. In OWL Full 
data-type properties are a subclass of object properties. However, in OWL DL data-type and ob-
ject-type properties are disjoint by definition. This implies that property characteristics inverse-of, 
inverse-functional, symmetric and transitive can be only specified for object properties. More-
over, both data type and object properties can be characterized as functional.  

Meta-Model Principal Design Classes 
The class model in Figure 1 illustrates principal system classes that aim to describe metadata in-
formation. Although the class model has adopted some semantic formalisms from OWL DL, it is 
not a precise illustration of these formalisms.  

cd SCMS Meta-Model Principal Class Hierarchy

«abstract»
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities::
CMSBaseObject

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

CMSClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

CMSTaxonomyResource

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::
CMSTaxonomy

«abstract»
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities::
CMSProperty

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

EnumClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

IntersectionClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

UnionClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

ComplementClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

DataTypeProperty

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

ObjectTypeProperty

«abstract»
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities.
PropertyFacets:
:PropertyFacet

«abstract»
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities.
PropertyFacets::

DataTypePropertyFacet

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities.

PropertyFacets::
BooleanFacet

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities.

PropertyFacets::
DateFacet

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities.

PropertyFacets::
FileFacet

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities.

PropertyFacets::
NumericFacet

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities.

PropertyFacets::
StringFacet

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities.

PropertyFacets::
TimeFacet

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities.

PropertyFacets::
ObjectTypePropertyFacet

System::
MarshalByRefObject

 
Figure 1 – Meta-Model Principal Class Hierarchy 

Figure 2 represents relationships between the principal system’s classes. These associations re-
veal several differences between OWL DL formalisms and what has been applied to cover the 
needs of this project. Firstly, the system is designed to support only single inheritance for content 
classes and properties. Moreover, CMSClass, DataTypePropety and ObjectTypeProperty classes 
explicitly define their subclasses and sub-properties respectively, which is not the case in OWL 
DL. Also, the class model does not capture the concept of equivalent classes and properties, but 
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rather defines simple text based synonyms. Another basic difference is in the design of Boolean 
combination classes, ComplementClass, UnionClass and IntersectionClass, that they represent 
only named classes with a cardinality constraint on base class attribute to be explicitly set to one 
(a design feature not visible in Figure 2). This design decision was taken in order to provide Boo-
lean combination classes with a more specific interface and facilitate meaningful grouping of 
class instances. The purpose of a Boolean combination class in the system is to group together 
instances of two or more content classes. In order to achieve this in a meaningful way, the classes 
being grouped together need to have a common base (which implies a common set of properties). 
This is achieved by enforcing Boolean combination classes to always have a valid base class, or 
in other words never be the root in a class hierarchy. In this way, the system can always infer 
properties for a Boolean combination class, as defined by its base, and allow Boolean combina-
tion of those classes that exist under its base.  

cd SCMS Meta-Model Principal Class Associations

SCMS.DAL.ModelEntities::CMSClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

IntersectionClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

UnionClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::
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DataTypeProperty
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SCMS.DAL.ModelEntities::ObjectTypeProperty

SCMS.Common:
:DataType

PropertyFacet

«abstract»
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities.
PropertyFacets::

DataTypePropertyFacet

PropertyFacet
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities.
PropertyFacets::

ObjectTypePropertyFacet

System::String

SCMS.Common:
:ResourceType

CMSBaseObject
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities::
CMSTaxonomyResource
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Synonyms 0..*
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1
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0..*
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0..1

+ComplementOf
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0..*

AboutProperty

1

+SubProperties 0..*

+BaseClass 0..1

+SubProperties 0..*

+InverseOf 0..1

0..*

+Range

0..*

+Domain

0..*

+Domain

1

DataTypePropertyFacets

0..*

1
ObjectTypePropertyFacets

0..*

AboutProperty1

0..*

+UnionOf

1

+Range

+BaseProperty 0..1

 
Figure 2 – Meta-Model Principal Class Associations 

Implementation – An Overview 
One of the design goals was to dynamically extend the database schema for content storage ac-
cording to the information domain being modeled. This involved the creation of a mechanism for 
automatic mapping of the model to a database schema. The implementation involves the creation 
of two tables for each content class, one for content class instances and one for the instance ver-
sions. Also, the class instance table structure is static, meaning that it remains the same through 
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out the class’s life. The instance version table contains attributes that reflect data type properties 
applied to the class and therefore it can change accordingly. The code also implements generation 
of a table for each class’s multi-value data type property. A single table is also generated for each 
object property in order to store relationships between class instances. In particular, the structure 
of an object property table facilitates the need for an instance version to always reference the ac-
tive version of another instance. Database views are generated for each Boolean combination 
class. Figure 3 illustrates the mapping of taxonomy’s classes and properties to a generalized data-
base model.  

Another interesting aspect of the implementation was the development of the system’s search ca-
pabilities. The underlying database schema is not static and therefore queries are composed on the 
fly using content metadata and user defined filters on data type properties. The system decides 
what database tables need to be queried depending on the classes and data type properties the user 
has selected. Finally, the query is translated to an appropriate SQL statement in order to retrieve 
results from the database.  

cd Mapping Content Classes & Properties to DB Tables & Attributes

CMSTaxonomyResource
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities::
CMSClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

ComplementClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

EnumClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

IntersectionClass

SCMS.DAL.
ModelEntities::

UnionClass

«table»

Class Instance

 «PK» instance_id:  string
 instance_activeVersion:  int
 instance_isPublished:  bool
 instance_isCheckedOut:  bool
 instance_checkInDate:  long
 instance_checkOutDate:  long
 instance_checkedOutBy:  string

«table»

Class Instance Version

 «PK,FK» instance_id:  string
 «PK» instance_version:  int
 instance_label:  string
 instance_created:  long
 instance_lastModified:  long
 instance_createdBy:  string
 instance_lastModifiedBy:  string

«view»

Boolean Combination Class 
Instance

- instance_classId:  string
- instance_id:  string
- instance_activeVersion:  int
- instance_isPublished:  bool
- instance_isCheckedOut:  bool
- instance_checkInDate:  long
- instance_checkOutDate:  long
- instance_checkedOutBy:  string
- instance_label:  string

«table»

Multi-Value Data Type Property

 «PK» instance_id:  string
 «PK» instance_version:  int
 «PK» [data type property] id:  string

«table»

Object Property

 «PK» domain_id:  string
 «PK» instance_id:  string
 «PK» instance_version:  int
 «PK» range_id:  string
 «PK» refInstance_id:  string

CMSProperty
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities::
DataTypeProperty

CMSProperty
SCMS.DAL.

ModelEntities::
ObjectTypeProperty

«table attribute»

Attribute

{if not abstract}{if not abstract}

{max cardinality = 1}

{max cardinality > 1 
OR 
max cardinality = 0}

is reflected to

is reflected to

is reflected to

references

is reflected to

is reflected to

is reflected to

is reflected to

has dynamic attributes

references

 
Figure 3 – Mapping Content Classes & Properties to DB Tables & Attributes 

Different types of searches generate different query structures, meaning that the structure of an 
SQL statement for a search through the class hierarchy will be different from the one generated to 
search content via object property hierarchy. A user can traverse and query content using either a 
class hierarchy or data type property hierarchy or an object property hierarchy. These search ca-
pabilities could be summarized as it follows: 
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• Search of content utilizing a class hierarchy: Filter data type properties applied on a se-
lected class. If the class is defined as abstract then the results include all instances from 
its subclasses.  

• Search of content utilizing a data type property’s domain: The user can submit a query 
for a single data type property and select to retrieve results only from specific content 
classes where the property has been applied. 

• Query an Object Property: The user can query content by filtering data type properties 
applied on the range of an object type property and retrieve those class instances that ref-
erence the results of the query. For example, let’s assume a scenario where we have de-
fined a relationship between classes Course and Professor using the object property 
TeachesCourses (where Course is the range and Professor the domain). The user can fil-
ter data type properties applied on Course class in order to retrieve those instances of 
Professor class that reference one or more instances of Course class in the query’s re-
sults. 

Furthermore, it should be highlighted at this point that the execution cost of a query might vary 
depending on the type of the class and the number of classes used to retrieve the results. For ex-
ample, querying a class means that the results can be a union of queries on that particular class 
and each child class. This in turn could imply a linear relationship between the execution cost of a 
query and the depth of class hierarchy (or number of classes) being queried. 

Trends & Related Work 
The primary driving forces behind semantic technologies, which aim to make the vision of Se-
mantic Web a reality, is to juxtapose web enabled content and content semantics in order to bring 
information processing closer to human thinking. Researchers and organizations have realized the 
importance of semantics in several ways. They have been involved, among other things, in the 
development of domain specific ontologies and metadata standards, organization of content ac-
cording to such taxonomies and annotation of content with semantic metadata. Antoniou and 
Harmelen (2004) point out the contribution of semantic Web technologies in businesses such as 
Audi and Swiss Life for content organization and retrieval as well as data integration. The con-
cept of ontology as the context for semantics and its use to access content has been discussed be-
fore. Semantic Content Organization and Retrieval Engine (SCORE) (Sheth, Bertram, Avant, 
Hammond, Kochut & Warke, 2003) technology supports automatic semantic metadata extraction 
out of content and ontology-based content classification. Another important aspect of SCORE is 
that provides information retrieval in XML format, however, not in standard OWL format. On-
toWeb (Spyns, Oberle, Volz, Zheng, Jarrar & Sure, 2002) that is a semantic portal where knowl-
edge can be gathered and retrieved using ontology based annotated information. OntoWeb offers 
content provision, which is achieved using automated content syndication or manual content crea-
tion by portal users. The portal also offers content browsing and search according to the underly-
ing concepts in OntoWeb ontology.  Furthermore, Haystack (Huynh, Karger, & Quan, 2002) is a 
Resource Description Framework (RDF) based information management system. It provides us-
ers with a flexible way to describe, organize and retrieve information as well as to delegate proc-
essing tasks to software agents. The system provides an ontology to support collection-based or-
ganization, semantic categorization, and collaboration and trust management. Gauch, Chaffee & 
Pretschner (2003) report on research on technology that adapts to user web browsing habits. Us-
ers can create their own concept hierarchy in order to access content, or the system can create an 
ontology by observing the user’s navigation habits. Lastly, it has been claimed (Bussler, Fensel, 
& Maedche, 2002) that semantic enabled Web Services can transform the Web from a static col-
lection of information into a machine process-able and machine interpretable distributed device. 
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They propose a design for such a system, which is based on a Web Service Modeling Framework 
that provides a model for describing and developing semantic Web Services. Ontologies are in 
the hurt of this model used to describe linked concepts and to achieve the required machine inter-
operability.  

Conclusion & Future Directions 
In conclusion, it could be claimed that ontology based techniques can be utilized for classification 
of content in order to increase the relevance factor of information. Content Management Systems 
can implement such techniques to gain an advantage over their traditional counterparts that sim-
ply rely on indexed text and syntactic and/or structural metadata for information classification 
and retrieval. A CMS can support ontology engineering to model an information domain and use 
model’s metadata to generate and query the content storage. OWL can be utilized to publish 
model and content in a standard XML format. OWL could be considered as the means to repre-
sent data, data structures and important relationships among them in a machine process-able for-
mat in order to enhance systems interoperability.  

It could be claimed that from a knowledge-acquisition perspective it would be very convenient to 
exploit semantic information, such as class and property hierarchies as well as property character-
istics. An inverse, symmetric or/and transitive relationship could definitely be utilized to infer 
property values that have not been explicitly applied to a class instance. Further work is required 
in order to determine how such functionality could be added. Furthermore, it could be claimed 
that the application of semantic enablers gives an obvious advantage for information retrieval. In 
this development, a semantic layer was created and used to generate appropriate database tables 
for content storage. It could be assumed that the inverse should be feasible too. Building a seman-
tic layer on top of one or more existing databases in order to provide a normalized view of con-
tent from different database tables should be also a realistic scenario. This could be viewed, to a 
certain extent, as the reverse process of what the current system carries out. That hypothetical 
process could involve gathering tables and their attributes from a database schema. Tables could 
be mapped to content classes and their attributes to appropriate data type properties. Object prop-
erties could reflect relationships between tables. More general content classes and properties can 
be defined and utilized to create class and property hierarchies, where classes and properties di-
rectly derived from the database schema are the leaves in these hierarchies. A content portal could 
use such semantic layers to provide access to content from different databases and enable users to 
drill down to the most relevant information for a specific task.  
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